Observations of quasars at z > 6 report the existence of a billion solar mass black holes. Comprehending their formation in such a short time scale is a matter of ongoing research. One of the most promising scenarios to assemble supermassive black holes is a monolithic collapse of protogalactic gas clouds in atomic cooling halos with T vir ≥ 10 4 K. In this article, we study the amplification and impact of magnetic fields during the formation of seed black holes in massive primordial halos. We perform high resolution cosmological magnetohydrodynamics simulations for four distinct halos and follow their collapse for a few free-fall times until the simulations reach a peak density of 7 × 10 −10 g/cm 3 . Our findings show that irrespective of the initial seed field, the magnetic field strength reaches a saturated state in the presence of strong accretion shocks. Under such conditions, the growth time becomes very short and amplification occurs rapidly within a small fraction of the free-fall time. We find that the presence of such strong magnetic fields provides additional support against gravity and helps in suppressing fragmentation. Massive clumps of a few hundred solar masses are formed at the end of our simulations and high accretion rates of 1 M ⊙ /yr are observed. We expect that in the presence of such accretion rates, the clumps will grow to form supermassive stars of ∼ 10 5 M ⊙ . Overall, the role of the magnetic fields seems supportive for the formation of massive black holes.
INTRODUCTION
Supermassive black holes of about a billion solar masses have been observed at z > 6 (Fan et al. 2003 (Fan et al. , 2006 Mortlock et al. 2011 ). How such massive objects are assembled within a billion years after the Big Bang remains one of the unresolved mysteries in the Universe.
Various pathways have been suggested to explain the formation of supermassive black holes in the early universe (Rees 1984; Djorgovski et al. 2008; Begelman & Shlosman 2009; Regan & Haehnelt 2009a; Volonteri 2010; Haiman 2012; Johnson et al. 2012 Johnson et al. , 2013 Spaans 2013 ) such as merging and accretion of PopIII remnants (Haiman & Loeb 2001; Haiman 2004; Tanaka & Haiman 2009; Latif et al. 2013c ), collapse of a dense stellar cluster (Portegies Zwart et al. 2004; Omukai et al. 2008; Devecchi & Volonteri 2009 ) and the monolithic collapse of a massive primordial gas cloud (Oh & Haiman 2002 
2013
; Latif et al. 2013a; Latif et al. 2013e) . The necessary conditions for the direct collapse model are that the gas must be of a primordial composition and the formation of molecular hydrogen remains inhibited. The latter can be achieved in the presence of a strong Lyman Werner flux produced by the stellar populations in the first galaxies (Omukai 2001; Johnson & Bromm 2007; Dijkstra et al. 2008; Shang et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2011; Wolcott-Green et al. 2011; Agarwal et al. 2012; Latif et al. 2013b) , also see Inayoshi & Omukai (2012) ; Van Borm & Spaans (2013) . The potential sites for the direct collapse are the massive primordial halos of 10 7 − 10 8 M ⊙ where the above mentioned conditions can be fulfilled. Numerical simulations performed to study the collapse of a protogalactic halo in the presence of a strong Lyman Werner flux show that massive objects can be formed (Bromm & Loeb 2003; Wise et al. 2008; Regan & Haehnelt 2009b; Latif et al. , 2013a . Furthermore, theoretical models propose that supermassive stars formed as a result of direct collapse are the potential embryos of supermassive black holes (Begelman et al. 2008; Begelman 2010; Ball et al. 2011; Hosokawa et al. 2012; Ball et al. 2012; Hosokawa et al. 2013) .
Previous numerical simulations mainly focused on the hydrodynamics of the problem, while the role of magnetic fields during the formation of seed black holes via direct collapse remained largely unexplored. Magnetic fields are expected to influence the formation of black holes by exerting extra magnetic pressure and providing additional means for the transport of angular momentum by magnetic torques. Magnetic pressure may enhance the Jeans mass (M J,B ∝ B 3 /ρ 2 ) and consequently help in suppressing fragmentation which is a key requirement for the direct collapse model. The role of magnetic torques is expected to become significant in the central accretion disk, implying the presence of strong rotation measures and enhanced accretion rates. In fact, the detection of strong rotation measures in quasars at z = 5.3 indicates the relevance of magnetic fields in the early universe (Hammond et al. 2012) . It is further known from observations of nearby active galactic nuclei that magnetic fields play a vital role in the transport of angular momentum (Beck et al. 1999 (Beck et al. , 2005 .
The standard model of cosmology does not provide any constraints on the initial magnetic fields strength. They could be generated via electro-weak or quantum chromodynamics phase transitions (Baym et al. 1996; Quashnock et al. 1989) or alternatively, during structure formation via mechanisms such as the Biermann battery effect, the Weibel instability (Biermann 1950; Weibel 1959; Schlickeiser & Shukla 2003) or thermal fluctuations in the plasma (Schlickeiser 2012) . In addition to the gravitational compression under the constraint of flux freezing, astrophysical dynamos can efficiently amplify the magnetic field, particularly the small scale dynamo which operates by converting the turbulent energy into the magnetic energy (Kazantsev 1968; Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005; . Numerous studies confirm that the small scale dynamo gets excited during structure formation provided that turbulent energy is well resolved Sur et al. 2010; Turk et al. 2012; Bovino et al. 2013; Latif et al. 2013d ). The amplification of magnetic fields by the small scale dynamo was further confirmed by for higher Mach numbers and by Peters et al. (2012) for different thermodynamical conditions. A recent study by Machida & Doi (2013) shows that the magnetic field may have a significant impact on the formation of Pop III stars as it strongly influences the fragmentation properties of a gas cloud. In the context of black hole formation via direct collapse, we have shown in our previous study (Latif et al. 2013d ) that for a Jeans resolution of 64 cells, the small scale dynamo gets excited and exponentially amplifies the magnetic field. It is thus expected that magnetic fields can influence the formation of seed black holes. A recent study by Shiromoto et al. (2014) further shows that the radiation source can aid the generation of magnetic fields.
In this study, we explore for the first time the impact of magnetic fields on the fragmentation properties of atomic cooling halos, the potential birthplaces of supermassive black holes. To accomplish this goal, we perform high resolution cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulations for four distinct halos and employ a fixed resolution of 64 cells per Jeans length during the entire course of the simulations. To investigate the impact of saturated magnetic fields on fragmentation, the initial seeds of higher magnetic field strength are selected based on the results of our previous study (Latif et al. 2013d ). We employ a constant background Lyman Werner flux of strength 10 3 in units of J 21 and follow the collapse for a few free fall times by evolving the simulations beyond the formation of the first peak. This study enables us to assess the role of magnetic fields in the assembling of supermassive black holes via direct collapse.
The organization of this article is the following. In the second section, we describe the numerical methods and simulation setup employed in this work. The main results from this study are presented in the third section. We discuss our conclusion and summary of the main findings in the fourth section.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The simulations presented here are performed with the publicly available cosmological magnetohydrodynamics code ENZO (O'Shea et al. 2004; The Enzo Collaboration et al. 2013) . It is a massively parallel code and very well suited for simulations following the collapse from cosmological scales down to the scales of AU. The equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) are solved employing the Harten-Lax-van Leer (HLL) Riemann solver with a piece-wise linear construction. The Dedner scheme (Wang et al. 2008 (Wang et al. , 2010 ) is imposed for divergence cleaning.
We start our simulations at z = 100 with cosmological initial conditions which are generated using the inits package. Our computational volume has a comoving size of 1 Mpc/h and periodic boundary conditions are employed both for magneto-hydrodynamics and gravity. We initially run 128 3 cells uniform grid simulations to select the most massive halos forming in our computational domain for various random seeds. Simulations are restarted with two additional nested refinement levels each with a resolution of 128 3 cells centered on the most massive halo. To simulate the evolution of dark matter dynamics, 5767168 particles are initialized which provide a particle mass resolution of ∼ 600 M ⊙ . During the course of the simulations, additional 27 dynamic refinement levels are employed which yield an effective resolution of 0.25 AU. Apart from the fixed Jeans resolution of 64 cells, our resolution criteria are based on the gas over-density and the particle mass resolution. The cells exceeding four times the mean baryonic density are marked for refinement. Similarly, grid cells are flagged for refinement if the dark matter density exceeds 0.0625 times ρ DM r l(1+α) where r = 2 is the refinement factor, l is the refinement level and α = −0.3 makes the refinement super-Lagrangian. Although gravity by the baryons dominates in the core of the simulated halos, the smoothing of dark matter particles becomes essential in order to avoid a spurious heating of the baryons. We smooth particles at scales of 0.68 pc which corresponds to a refinement level of 14. Our approach is similar to the simulations performed to explore gravitational collapse in previous studies (Wise et al. 2008; Turk et al. 2012; Latif et al. 2013a,c) .
The simulations are evolved adiabatically above densi-ties of 10 −11 g/cm 3 after reaching the maximum refinement level to follow the collapse for several dynamical times. Such an approach makes the structures stable on the smallest scales while collapse proceeds on larger scales. We consider these adiabatic cores as proxies for supermassive protostars, which are expected to form at higher densities where cooling is suppressed by the continuum opacity (Omukai 2001; Omukai et al. 2008 ). In total, we perform eight simulations for four distinct halos each with a weak and a strong initial seed field. The strength of the initial seed fields and the properties of the halos are listed in table 1. The simulations are compared at a peak density of 7 × 10 −10 g/cm 3 . Similar to our previous studies (Latif et al. 2013d,b) , we employ a strong Lyman Werner flux of strength 10 3 in units of J 21 = erg cm −2 s −1 Hz −1 sr −1 for stellar spectra of 10 5 K and ignore the effect of self-shielding. To model the thermal evolution of the gas, the rate equations of H, H + , He, He
are self consistently solved with cosmological simulations.
MAIN RESULTS
In all, we have performed 8 cosmological magnetohydrodynamics simulations for four distinct halos each with an initial magnetic field strength of 3 × 10 −20 G (hereafter called non-saturated cases) and 3 × 10 −11 G (hereafter called saturated cases). As shown by Latif et al. (2013d) , the latter implies an approximate equipartition between magnetic and turbulent energy at densities of 10 −12 g/cm 3 . The lower value is characteristic for magnetic field generation via the Biermann battery (Biermann 1950) or through thermal fluctuations (Schlickeiser 2012) , while the higher value may occur if magnetic fields are generated during the QCD or electroweak phase transition (Banerjee & Jedamzik 2004) . The initial masses and collapse redshifts of the halos are listed in table 1. The density perturbations decouple from the Hubble flow and start to collapse via gravitational instability. The gas falls into the dark mater potential and gets shock heated. This process continues until the gas temperature exceeds 10 4 K where cooling due to Lyman alpha radiation becomes effective and brings the temperature down to 8000 K. Further cooling to lower temperatures remains suppressed due to the photo-dissociation of H 2 molecules by the strong Lyman-Werner flux. Consequently, an isothermal collapse occurs. The density profile follows an R −2 behavior as expected from an isothermal collapse. The radial infall velocity is about 10 km/s. Overall, the collapse dynamics is similar to our previous studies during the initial phases (Latif et al. 2013d,a) . In the following, we explore the amplification of magnetic fields during the collapse and their impact on fragmentation.
Amplification of magnetic fields
The simulations were started with initial seed magnetic fields as mentioned in table 1. For both runs, the magnetic field is mainly amplified by gravitational compression below densities of 10 −12 g/cm 3 . In this regime, the amplification of the magnetic field strength scales with B ∝ ρ 2/3 and the strength of the magnetic field at the end of our simulations remains much weaker in the non-saturated runs compared to the saturated cases as shown in figure 1. It is found that the strength of the magnetic fields becomes almost equal at densities of 7 × 10 −10 g/cm 3 for both the saturated and non-saturated cases during the transition to the adiabatic evolution after reaching the maximum refinement level. This is evident from figure 1. As we will show in the following, this rapid amplification in the non-saturated runs is due to the occurrence of strong accretion shocks. At densities above 10 −11 g/cm 3 , the evolution becomes adiabatic, and a stable core is formed which reaches the state of hydrostatic equilibrium. This core is considered as a proxy for a supermassive protostar. The infall of the gas onto the central core results in the formation of accretion shocks.
To investigate the rapid amplification of non-saturated magnetic fields in accretion shocks, we show the time evolution of the magnetic field strength and the radial velocity profiles for the two representative cases in figures 2 and 3. It can be noted from the figures that the amplification of magnetic fields is closely related to the radial infall velocity. The radial velocity increases from 10 km/s to 30 km/s (even higher) within a time scale of about 1 year. Similarly, the field strength is amplified by a few orders of magnitude during the same time. The profile of the radial infall velocity is smooth in the beginning and becomes sharper as accretion shocks are formed. The sharp jump in the radial velocity profile around 100 AU is a typical signature of the accretion shocks. It may further be noted that the increase in density corresponding to different times in figures 2 and 3 is just about an order of magnitude. Due to gravitational compression B should increase with ρ 2/3 , which could not explain such large increase in magnetic field strength. Amplification by gravitational compression would further be more homogenous with in the Jeans volume. Thus, amplification is due to the accretion shocks.
As demonstrated by figure 2, the initial amplification occurs at the shock front enclosing the core and subsequently grows inside the core until the end of the simulation is reached. Apart from turbulent diffusion, amplification by shear can contribute to the growth of the magnetic field in the core. Additional contributions may also come from the advection of the magnetic field in the core and diamagnetic pumping from a gradient in the turbulent intensity.
In order to understand the different contributions to the magnetic field amplification, we have computed the growth rates of amplification both by turbulent shear and compression for all halos. The rate of change of the magnetic pressure in a fluid element moving with the flow can be computed from the source terms of the induction equation :
where
is the velocity divergence and S * i j = S i j − 1/3dδ i j is the trace-free rate of strain tensor. Dividing both sides of equation (1) by B 2 /8π, the first term on the right-hand side represents the growth rate of magnetic energy by shear while the second term is the growth rate by compression (both due to gravity and shocks). The absolute values of the growth rates by shear and compression are shown in figure 4. They increase towards smaller radii, peak around 100 AU and decline toward the center. Such a trend is observed for all halos, both for the saturated and the non- Here we show the time evolution of these quantities for halo C, the unsaturated case. saturated cases. To further elucidate the differences in the amplification rates for the saturated and unsaturated cases, we have overplotted the amplification rates by the shear and compression for a representative case in figure 6 . The plot shows that the growth rate is higher for the unsaturated case. It is also noted that the growth rate is higher for shear compared to the compression. In figure 5 , we show the spherically averaged positive growth rate for a representative case (i.e., halo A, unsaturated run) at the start of the accretion shock and close to the saturation state. The strongest amplification occurs at the accretion shock on scales of a few 100 AU. When saturation occurs in the central region, the growth rate declines in the core and the peak in the growth rate shifts towards larger radii. This is a clear indication of magnetic field saturation on small scales while amplification still proceeds on scales larger than 100 AU. The inverse of the growth rate gives the amplification time scale which locally decreases to less than 0.1 year. The amplification time scale for compression is about half of the shear amplification time scale. We note here that even for compressively driven turbulence part of the energy (about 1/3 − 1/2) lies in the solenoidal modes ) thus naturally providing a two-to-one ratio of compressive and shear modes. The local variations in the growth rates are shown in figure 7 for a representative case. The very short amplification time scale shows that the magnetic field can be amplified very rapidly in the presence of strong accretion shocks. In the center of the core, however, the amplification by compression and shear is weak. This suggests that the growth of the magnetic field inside the core (see figures 2 and 3) is mainly caused by advection and turbulent diffusion.
To further assess the amplification and saturation of magnetic fields, we have computed the ratio of the magnetic to turbulent energy as shown in figure 8. It increases with density both for the saturated and the non-saturated cases. At the strong accretion shock the magnetic field amplification time scale becomes very short and rapid amplification happens for both saturated and non-saturated cases until the magnetic energy becomes comparable the turbulent energy. To further clarify the differences between the saturated and unsaturated cases, we have plotted the ratio of magnetic to turbulent energy for the centeral region. This figure shows that magnetic energy is in equipartition with turbulent energy and the magnetic field gets saturated as evident from the change in the slop of E B /E turb . The ratio of the magnetic to the total kinetic energy is depicted in the right panel of figure 8 . It initially increases with density, gets enhanced rapidly by accretion shocks, reaches a peak value of 10
and then declines which is an indication of magnetic field saturation. It is further noted that saturation occurs around densities of 10 −10 g/cm 3 which is deduced from the change in the slope of the magnetic to kinetic energy ratio. In the saturated cases, the amplification is many orders of magnitude lower compared to their counterparts which reach the same field strength from a much smaller value. This is expected, as the initial seed field is already in approximate equipartition with the turbulent energy, implying amplification predominantly by gravitational compression.
Implications for the formation of seed black holes
The central properties of the halos at their collapse redshifts are shown in figure 10 . The density profile shows an R −2 behavior as expected from an isothermal collapse and becomes flat in the central adiabatic core. This trend is observed for all cases. The small bumps in the density profiles for non-saturated cases are due to the formation of additional clumps. The maximum value of the density is 7 × 10 −8 g/cm 3 . The mass profile increases with R 2 in the center, becomes flat around 100 AU and then increases linearly with radius. The mass profiles are very similar for the saturated and nonsaturated cases. The mass accretion rates are about 1 M ⊙ /yr at larger radii and drop down to 10 −3 M ⊙ /yr in the central adiabatic core. The profile of the magnetic field strength shows that irrespective of the initial seed field, the magnetic field reaches the saturation value in the presence of strong accretion shocks. Overall, the halo properties are in good agreement with previous studies (Latif et al. 2013a,e) . The state of the simulations is shown by the densityweighted mean along the projection axis for four distinct halos in figure 11 . It is found that massive clumps of a few hundred solar masses are formed in every halo both for the saturated and the non-saturated runs. In addition to this, fragmentation is observed in two halos for the non-saturated cases. The masses of these clumps are a few ten solar masses (20 M ⊙ and 30 M ⊙ ) and they are gravitationally bound. The suppression of fragmentation in the saturated cases is attributed to the additional magnetic pressure on larger scales. The time evolution of the density structure for halo C is shown in figure 12 . The initially turbulent cloud collapses to form a massive clump within a few years. It keeps accreting gas from its surroundings and the formation of an additional clump can be seen after 10 years of evolution.
We have investigated the impact of magnetic fields on the fragmentation properties of these halos and computed the local support terms for magnetic fields. The local support is derived from the source terms of the differential equation for the rate of compressions of the gas )
Here, δ is the overdensity relative to the mean density ρ 0 and Λ is the local support against gravitational compression. Λ receives the contributions from thermal pressure, resolved turbulence, and the magnetic fields. The support by magnetic fields is ):
(3)
For the definition of thermal and turbulence support terms see Schmidt et al. (2013) , while a first application is presented by Latif et al. (2013a) . Like other support terms, the magnetic support has positive and negative components. The positive components provide support against gravity while the negative components aid to the gravitational compression. The contributions of the local support terms against gravity are shown for two representative cases in figure 13 . It is important to note that the contribution of the positive support by the magnetic field dominates over the turbulent and thermal pressure support in the vicinity of the accretion shocks at radii around 100 AU. The support by turbulence is dominated by the negative contribution from compression by accretion shocks. Negative support is a characteristic of compressible turbulence, particularly in the presence of shocks. For a detailed discussion on negative turbulent support see Schmidt et al. (2013) . Even stronger support comes from the thermal pressure, while the magnetic support is sub-dominant near the center. For the saturated field cases, the large positive support from magnetic fields helps in the suppression of fragmentation on radial scales ranging from less than 100 to about 1000 AU, which encompasses the fragmentation scale in figure 11 . Particularly at radii outside the accretion shock, this is a result of the initially larger magnetic field. For the unsaturated case, the amplification of the magnetic field produces support comparable to the saturated case only for a narrower range of scales around 100 AU. As numerical simulations tend to underestimate the physical amplification rate, a final conclusion on the role of initial field strength and dynamo support is, however, not possible at this stage.
DISCUSSION
In total, we have performed 8 cosmological MHD simulations to investigate the role of magnetic fields during the formation of supermassive black holes. The simulations were carried out for four distinct halos with initial seed magnetic fields of 3 × 10 −20 G and 3 × 10 −11 G. The main motivation for the selection of the stronger magnetic field strength was to explore the impact of saturated magnetic fields on the fragmentation properties of so-called atomic cooling halos. To achieve this goal, we evolved the simulations adiabatically beyond the formation of the first peak for a few free-fall times until they reached the same peak density of 7 × 10 −10 g/cm 3 . Our results show that irrespective of the initial seed field strength, the magnetic field gets amplified very rapidly in the presence of strong accretion shocks. This is indicated by the short time scale for compressive amplification compared to the free-fall time. The amplification is mainly caused by the shock fronts and the magnetic field is subsequently transported into the core by turbulent diffusion and similar processes until the magnetic energy grows to equipartition with kinetic energy. We therefore report a new mode of magnetic field amplification by the accretion shocks in atomic cooling halos as well as a possible contribution from the compressive turbulent modes driven by the accretion process.
We further note that, while the adiabatic cores in our simulations were introduced to follow the collapse beyond the first peak, very similar cores are expected to form during the formation of protostars at higher densities (Omukai 2001; Omukai et al. 2008) . It is thus desirable to extend the calculations pursued here to the formation of protostars. We also emphasize that the turbulent amplification of magnetic fields depends strongly on the Reynolds number of the flow (Kazantsev 1968; Subramanian 1998 ). Since we cannot resolve all length scales down to the physical dissipation length scale, the actual amplification is probably even stronger. Such rapidly amplified magnetic fields may suppress the fragmentation on even larger scales than shown in these simulations. Currently, however, fully resolved simulations are infeasible. A possible solution to this problem might be the application of subgrid-scale models for MHD turbulence.
Our results indicate that magnetic fields are relevant for the formation of seed black holes, as they help in the suppression of fragmentation via additional magnetic pressure. The masses of the clumps at the end of our simulations are a few hundred solar masses and large accretion rates of about 1 M ⊙ /yr are observed. Given such high accretion rates, these objects are expected to reach 10 5 M ⊙ /yr within a short time. The amount of fragmentation is significantly less compared to the hydrodynamics simulations performed in our previous study (Latif et al. 2013a) . The peak density reached in the MHD simulations is about 13 times lower than in the hydrodynamical case. Further differences may arise from the use of different Riemann solvers.
We evolved these simulations only for a few free fall times after the formation of the first peak. Further evolution of such high-resolution simulations becomes extremely costly due to the Courant constraints on the computation of timestep. However, we expect that the presence of the magnetic fields will be favorable for the formation of massive seed black holes as it suppresses the fragmentation. We have also shown in recent studies that subgrid scale turbulence helps in the formation of stable accretion disks and assembling massive objects of 10 5 M ⊙ in 20,000 years via rapid accretion (Latif et al. 2013a,e) . The presence of subgrid scale MHD turbulence may further help in the formation of accretion disks in magnetized halos. As our previous results indicated that accretion stalls when ∼ 10 5 M ⊙ are reached because of an increase in the rotational support, we speculate that magnetic fields may enhance angular momentum transport and increase the final mass scale. This requires cosmological MHD simulations following the accretion for even longer times.
